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Oral History Interview 

NSA-OH-26-82 

Eugene Sheck 

NSA SAB II, T542, Ft. Meade 

By: Robert Farley and Henry Millington 

Today is 16 December 1982. Our interviewee, Mr. Eugene 

Sheck. Gene Sheck is a former NSA Staff Officer, who was 

assigned to the staff responsible for the tasking and monitoring 

of the ACRP and the Seaborne collection programs. Mr. Sheck 

was on duty during the period the Pueblo was seized by the North 

Koreans. l\fr. Sheck will discuss that situation in this tape. 

Interview is taking place in the T542 interview room, SAB 2, 

NSA at Fort Meade. Interviewers, Bob Farley and Henry 

Millington, who is writing the classified story of the Pueblo. Mr. 

Sheck desires that these tapes be classified Top Secret Codeword. 

All right, Gene. Thanks very much for coming back again. It's 

been two years trying to run you down and get you back with the 

lapel mike. To pick it up we want to talk about the Pueblo and in 

order to get a little background, the old bit. Where were you 

assign.ed in late 1967? This is before the,t./1 u. ~b Io , 

I was in Kl. rm not too sure at this point in time whether we 

were K12 or Kl8, but I think we were K12. K12. Dick Harvey 

was my boss and, I guess, I was the deputy of K12. And our 

responsibilities then were related to all mobile platforms. That 

was the airb,)rne collection program run by the the Air Force and 

the Navy collection program using surface platforms. We had a 

,1r llilRET 1:0c111Af2 



) I as part of our organization, as r----------
0 GA well. And, you don't have to go into that, but we did have that. 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

________ __, So, our responsiblity was for the tasking and the control and the 

scheduling of those mobile platforms in response to NSA tasking 

requirements. 

FARLEY· , 

SHECK: 

ExceEent. Let's jump right into the Pueblo. What was the first 

recollection you have of any advance notice from the Navy or JCS 

that the Pueblo was going to make a journey into the Pacific? 

Well, I think there's something that precedes that. We had five 

AGTR's, if you remember correctly, the Navy. f,/ course, they 
l.~ . 

were strictly tasked and controlled by NSA. ~ AGTR, Liberty, 

Belmont, etc. The Navy was very interested in having a trawler 

program of their own. Of course, I got involved in lots of 

discussions with the Navy on this directly. The Navy position 

pretty clearly was that they wanted a Navy platform controlled 

by Navy, responsive to Navy kind of things. However, when you 

looked into the intelligence collection objectives, it was totally 

SIGINT. I think one of the comments I made down there that 

when they tried to tell us about all this other collection, it 

consisted of a rope and a bucket, and it pulled water out of the 

ocean and~ some salinity kinds of tasks. I said, ''You're not 

going to get away with garbage. The Director ofNSA is going to 

have a lot to say about what you do with SIGINT platforms and 
let's go from there." So the Navy continued to develop a program 

~f~YV'f\S 1 

and the first three . of course, the first one was the USS 
t--;,ri- AG f «. -.l , 

Banner, which was ~t, t,Io. 1. The next one happened to be the 

Pueblo which was No. 2, and the Palm Beach, which was No. 3. 



EO 3.3b(3) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

d ., 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

:: lilP !il!@Aliili urallflA 

The Banner was operational for a while, because they 

reconverted it quickly, put it out to sea, and it did some things. It 

did a patrol off the Soviet Union. I know it did a patrol on the 

Yellow Sea off the Chinese coast. And I know it was off of Korea. 

Those are the three that I have pretty close knowledge of. The 

fact that the Banner was there, and the fact that the Banner was 

harassed by Soviet shi psJ,..._t-1 was harassed by Chinese junks, 

considerably. It was also detected by North Koreans when it 

went up there on its patrol. The North Koreans didn't come out 

and harass it like other people did, but they certainly were aware 

_ of it. J : 1 I I The fact that it was 
_1:A·' A t'R-1, 

operating off the coast. f00tii <r Okay? Meanwhile, the Navy 

continued to develop a platform. program. They started building 

the Pueblo and the Palm Beach. I think they were being built on 

the w1:!st coast, but I forget where it was. 

~J4_,J~:~ ~ Y-~ V"(\€_<°To Y\_ I 

Is that where it was? Okay. And the name of the game was 

whichever one came out of rehab first would be the first one that 

woulc: be deployed somewhere out to the Far East. So, it turns 

out that the Pueblo happened to be configured more quickly than 

the Palm Btach was~erefore, the Pueblo was ready to go to the 

Far East. And we, NSA, started talking to the Navy about how 

we were going to task that platform. Now, I don't remember in 

my own mind whether we documented those discussions, or 

whether it was a message exchange, or a memorandum of 

understanding. But the understanding clearly was that when 

,er !E!@Rl!f UMBRA 



FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

4 Ter !E@Rl!T l!JFABRA 

those ships, when they fina.ily got out, the Banner and the Pueblo 

finally got out to Japan, that they would do one patrol in 

response to Navy tasking and then one-patrol in response to NSA 

tasking. Cl,~arly the tasking was to include identification of the 
''/{ere_ 

specific operating area. Okay? And not jus~ hue-is the tasking, 
II' 

what you do you go and steam where you want to go. That we 

were going to define where we wanted to operate. Conversely, 

when the Navy decided to let it go, we would acquiesce or 

whatever they wanted to do and we would put on what we called 

in those days, maybe they still do, "supplementary tasking". So, 

now we have the stage set that the Pueblo finally is getting ready 

to go. The team, the skipper of the ship, came here .to the 

building and talked to some people. Steve Harris, who I knew 

very well personally before he ever was assigned to the Pueblo 

and afterwards, and he came to the building and we talke?.,.. W,e 

went over the tasking. I know I sat down with Steve Harris 

personally and went over the tasking before they went away. 

And out they went, and made a stop in Hawaii. They visited 
CnvC-PAC

DIRNAVSACGRUPAC, and CINCPAC and CINPA:C Fleet and 

what--have-you out there. They finally deployed themselves to 

J apari. And they got to Japan and this was around, and rm going 

to guess, November of 1968, somewhere, October, November. I 

don't ::-emem.ber the exact date. 

1967, probably. 

No, they we:re captured.tOh, '67, that's right. Because it was 

July !rnrd, '138. rm sorry, 1967. We then had a discussion with 

the Navy. Iv.le, our office, Kl2, Navy, and the JRC folks had a 
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conversation about the deployment of the Pueblo. It was decided 

that, because the Banner had, I think had not too previously, had 

completed a patrol off of the Soviet coast, that why don't you 

guys, Navy, you take the first patrol of the Pueblo and designate 

where you want it to go. All right? Navy said, "Fine." They, the 

Navy, determined that ship ought to operate off of North Korea 

in 1967. And we, NSA, at that particular point in time, had no 

problem with that. Then we didn't have a problem with that. 

And \V'et'~~ we started getting our tasking together. We 

worked with the B Group people, particularly in those days, Bl 

and George Robb and company, and started gathering tasking, 

supplementary tasking to levy upon the platform. When along 

about December of 1967 a young fellow from B Group came down 

to our office, K12. He had a message. (message shown to Mr. 

Sheck.).-,,That's not the message he had. He had a different 

message. T:1is is Dick Harvey and, no that's Kirby. Those are 

different messages. He had a message, this young fellow from B 

Group, who, on his own apparently, and I don't even remember 

his name. Th.at's the unfortunate thing about the whole incident. 

I don't know what his name was. This young fellow had a 

message drafted that said, «J3oy, you people have got to be 

complete blithering idiots to put that ship off North Korea, 

because all kinds of bad things are going to happen. Therefore, 

cancel it." It had very strong, not the kind of political message 

you'd ever get out of the bulding or anything else. Right? Dick 

Harvey sat clown and rewrote the message, and said. ~ eah, we 

got to cool tl:.is a little bit and we've got to tell 'em what the facts 

,er !!@fl!T _,,.,DAA 
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are. But we certainly can't dictate what we want to do. In 

addition to that, the kid had the message addressed to CINCPAC 

and a:11 kino.s of other commands in the theater. We went and 

saw Ollie Kirby. BufTham's name is on here, but we saw Kirby. 

Oh, BufTham was Chief of B, okay. We went and saw Kirby with 
. ]1t5 - -

the draft message 04!).~~ boy 'frt.I wish I knew what his name 
...... -

wak.<ltliis~M was there and we had a different last paragraph. 
W-<. f<- w r·cN-e This ,1·fv\.. 

1 d + 1 We he.a a paragraph that said,~ light of the above, we suggest 
i. ro...\..-al7h TY\~ Sa,~, ,,..-- 1i 

\ \ ~you cancel the thing." He, Kirby, changed it to, "I wish you'd 

reconsider." I think. Didn't he say that? I forget the exact 

words. Well, yeah. These words were put in by Mr. Kirby. The 

last paragraph. He personally put that in there, if that's the one. 
I 

Yeah, that's the same message he sent. Okay. So that message 

went, all righti to the JCS. And that message stayed aside at the 
) 

JCS. Now, we're back at NSA, and I don't know whatever 

happened to that message. We never saw anything. Never saw a 

thing at that particular time until January 23rd, when the ship 

was deployed off of North Korea. It was gone for a few days and it 

was patrolling up and down and then on the 23rd of January, 
u 'L ?,._ \ ~ Y1 o-w 
&leng=-with the story the North Koreans came out and they did 

ft J . . 

funny things and they eventually captured the ship. Right? 

Now:, of course, that happened around two o'clock in the 

afternoon, Korean time, which was like two o'clock in the 

morning here. I got a call to come to work and I came in to work, 

and General Morrison was at work. And General Morrison 

decided that he was going to be the guy in charge of the Pueblo, 

whabrver problem we had with them. He called all kinds of other 

ifiQP ii&Aiifi WMOA.._ 
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peopl,e, but Morrison was kind of running the show at that 

particular time. General Carter came in and said to Morrison 
' 

"You know, there's no sense both of us standing here while this 

thin,§: is trytng to work itself out. You stay here, gather all the 

data, and I'm going to be back in at 6:30 or 7 o'clock in the 

morning." Mr. Zaslow by then was in. George Robb. "And I 

want a pretty good package of what's happening by the time I 

walk in in the morning." And they did. They got a whole bunch 

of people and they even had a Ii ttle bit of data about some of the 

intercept. Karl Kim was in the audience the next morning and a 
l,1..' ~l O /.e_ · . 
~ bunch of other people. George Robb gave a briefing to the 

Director of what was happening and what happened out there. 

And then we presented this message. rd given this message to 

Zaslow. Up to this point in time, I don't know if his name was on 

there. Up to this point in time, when all that he said was that he 

was unaware of this message until that particular time. And I 

don't mind saying that he wasn't. But when he saw that, boy. 

Mr. Zaslow showed this message to the Director. General Carter 

read it, and then he got up and made what I thought was the 

greatest political position anybody could take. He said, "I don't 

want anybody in this room to call or to bring to anybody's 

attention the existence of this message. That they will find out 

themselves and when they do, they will be sufficiently 

embarrassed about the whole situation that I don't have to worrv 
' . 

about that and you don't have to worry about that, but I consider 

that message as kind of saving our ass." Right? Those are kind 

of the; wordH he used. Pretty strong words. But he didn't want 

1i8P IEiAEli WMIAA 



anybody to ,call anybody. Well, it wasn't seven hours later that 

the JCS folks had discovered or remembered the existence of this 

message. 1'1fow what I found out after the fact is that they, the 
l~e..Re. 

JCS/JRC, sent this message to CINCPAC and said ~e Ref 'A' 

for action." Or something like that. Very short tttake for act", 
-~~~~ ~ \~~,,~ { 

you know, t got one of them funny F -o-r-a-c kind oL-:antl! 

~ was it. Period. And JCS never followed that up. CINCPAC 

folks out there said, "Ain't no NSA bunch of guys going to tell us 
not-t-o c,c,'' 

what Il.912..t" And besides that, ~o's going to capture one of our 
"I _sf ... ff, ✓J w 

Navy combat ships." And, you know, all that kind o~ in 

hindsight, you know, all the words that sounded funny might 

sound very dramatic then, sound very strange now. So the ship 

got captured. Right? And the crew was interned. We had to do a-

lot of running around in the building trying to gather 

infonaation. The fingerpointing exercise started. They formed a 

team. Ther,~ was an investigation team from downtown. People 

came out to the building. I talked to the people personally. I 

work,ed wiU1 Mr. Zaslow pretty closely. George Robb went to th,e 

United Nations and talked to Arthur Goldberg and he took Karl 

Kim with hi.m and George spent most of his time trying to avoid 

TV cameras or somebody. He was having a problem with that. 

Because of all the publicity afterwards. And then, I, Gene Sheck, 

becru:ne involved with a number of studies then that the JCS 

started to run on really questioning the need for surface, 

shipborne, :;urface SIGINT collection activities. Why do you 

really have to do that? Why do you need a ship? And all that sort 

of thing. I was the NSA 

T8P ili&MliT WMIMe\ 



FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

9 T8P HiliAET lllMBR:t 

participant. The study ca.me out with a very, very strong position 

that, (1), you needed those kinds of ships. They did serve a very, 

very useful ;;mrpose. That the planning for them left a little hit to 

be desired, and that they ought to be protected in some fashion.. 

That was the JCS military kind of implication. We deferred in 

any position with regard to defense, to protection
1

to destruction 

mechanisms. And although we got involved in a lot of that stuff, 

we did not participate or give a position from NSA whether that 

was F,;ood, bad, or indifferent. That was strictly a military 

determination that we left up to them as a follow-on on all that 

stuff. 

Gene, could I bounce back just a little bit? 

Yes. 

Before the c,apture, were we aware at NSA of the documentation 

aboard the Pueblo? 

No. Ko. 

Was that strictly a Navy responsibility? 
,i~!. to 

Yes, it was. And you~ be fair to the system, now, okay'? 

When a team is deployed, and the team they had to put 

onj/'q\'T'here was no permanently assigned team of linguis~, foir 
In__ 

example, assigned to the ship, because it depended upon !\what 

operating area you would operate. If you can operate against the 

Soviet Unio:a., you need a Russian linguist. You going to operate· 
C'\l\'\€5e, 

China, you need GhiBa.. If you can operate North Korea, you 

need North Korean linguists or Korean linguists. So the 

determination of what kind of linguistic capability was required 

was strictly related to the specific area of operation. All right'! 
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So, now rm sitting in Japan, ifrm a Navy guy, and rm a linguist 

of son1e kind, they say, okay, because of your capability, we're 

going to assign you aboard the Pueblo and it's leaving tomorrow. 

I quickly gather all the tech support data I can find that's going 

to help me do my job better. One. So you have now kids, people, 

operators, \,£ult.A( arbitrarily just gathering information that 

they think is going to help them in their job. Steve Harris 

gath,e.red stuff in Hawaii. He picked up more stuff in Japan. 

Anything they thought that might help them do the job better, 

they tried to do. There were no controls levied by anybody, and 

that includes NSA, that said you were not allowed to have this, 

this or that. Just go do your thing. And you afford the classified 

material the same kind of protection you would afford it at any 

kind of a cleared area. ~~had a cleared area. They had safes, 

you know .. And nobody was dreaming of a capture. In spite of the 

fact that this incident occurred after the USS Liberty incident. 

Okay? Because everybody knew the Liberty incident as a 

terrible, terrible accident and that never would ~happen~ 

again. That sort of thing. And~ although there were some 

problems with classified documentation aboard the Liberty, I 

mean, some of that stuff floated to the top of the water and all 

that kind of stuff~ iabody anticipated anything like that 

happening. But on the other side of the coin, nobody in their 

right mind ever dreamed they had the amount of documentation 

that they had on there. Certainly not me. Because the biggest 

shock I got was when I found out what they really had on that 

goddamn ship. Really terrible. The answer to that is "no". 

li8P &&itlEif WMlft" 
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SHECK: 

FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

Okay:. Gene. There was nothing unusual about the way NSA 

mon:.tored the patrol of the Pueblo out in the Pacific? 

No. No. 

It was not unusual. It was just pretty much ro · ·AraJ· wt-- \2_,z.ef 

It wa::. a routine patrol. We insisted that w 

and the Navy put us on distribution for, I think PINs, or 

whatever the Navy expression is. Point of intended movement or 

something, and they put us on distribution. So, we had a pretty 
. :e~r 

good idea of where they were1 am:i,trt\t I do remember we were in 

receipt of at least a 24-hour report. That said my position is 
M \ LL/ NG:'\O N: ,, "' c-

l + 1-\\ latitude, longtitude. ;11.nhlt«Ulitihle--dmim~ They were not 
L0 .l.~· ~"' ~) ~--

~ v, b- e." ¥'
7 

?>....~\ 0/ unde,r radio silence. I don't know who told you that, Henry, but I 

s~\.Q.v..c..:.. '., guarantee you that we got reports in this building where they 
S )'-\,t:C~. 

were operatfng. They sent messages to USN-39. 

FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

The Pueblo SIGINT team? 

Yep. Now maybe the ship's general service radio people.were on 

radio silence, but that SIGINT team was sending stuff back. I 

saw reports. 

Oh, yes. On the 22nd, they made up some reports and sent them 

out then a.fu?r they were first detected. 

Oh. 

When ~Jt. ~R these Korean fishing trawlers circled them 

on thr:~ 22nd, he decided he had been observed and detected. And 

he thought he was then at liberty to break radio silence, to break 
t:t-\ C'.e ,J C € '('t\15 5, O"(\ 0~ h·.,( '') . . 
l\f::Sfl~anci send that in. So, Steve Harris, at the same time 

prepared reports. 

On that day. 

f8P !1l!!IRl!!if _,MIHl111 



MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

On the morning of the 23rd. So, when those messages came in 

they were bearing date time groups of the drafting of them. 

Ooh. 

But, they weren't actually received until the 23rd. 

Okay. All right. That explains some ofit. 

For ten days, nobody knew where they were. They knew when 

they left. 

That's a complete blank, as far as fm concerned. Because, I don't 

think we ever had any ship ever operate without us knowing 

where they were. And that sort of bothers that really happened 

in that time frame. You must have better facts than I can 

remember. 

When was the first SIG INT reflection from the Koreans that they 
. 'i~ 

observed the Pueblo in their waters, ori the waters adjacent to 

Korea? 

I don't haVt! any idea. All I know is the day of the 23rd, l saw 
. h th k . th . !K_A~fR-2 1 -some of that intercept w ere ey ept repeatmg e ~~ 

which was a number indicating there was some concern about 
_ U1.. AGER.-2., ~<f ,1 

why does that fellow have~~-~) rather than probable ;i.Y.t]llij. AG.€.~ -1 

4f which would have been the Banner. I think the fact that this 

had 3. different number on it than what they must have expected. 

One could assume, based upon the conversation that these two 

guys were having that they expected something other than 
_ xl AG.f.2--~, . AC£t~ ~-~' -
~i,a~ Because the guy, '"i ou really mean ~• "Yes, I 

iJ(- AG.. f: 0.. -2 . 11 
.. ~ "' .. , Ao~~. 

mean W'1~\" And the guy kept repeating ~rt~\ hGE/2 -2. 

And 1t seen:.s like, why did they do that when one could surmise 
.. _,J:lj Jn~C,£:/2-1. \ 

that they Ut0ught it was going to be ~&µ'l,.u.A And maybe the 

TSP !H!@RCT ~FullR~ 



FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

painted his number over or something. But they were kind of 

surprised at that, that there was a different number on the thing. 

But then they started circling it, you know, and all hell broke 

loose after that. 

The communications channels to the SIGINT team aboard were 

through USN-39 from NSA ~'A tl1 '{o ~, k -;; 
It hac:' a USN-467 designator. 

Okay. 

And we could send our messages out. It was before the chain-of

command problems started, which is one of the contributors. We 

could deal directly with the SIGINT teams on board as long as 

we're talking SIGINT tasking. Certainly, if we were going to 

propose the change, the movement of the ship, the direction of 

movement of the ship, the operating area of the ship, we would 

have gone through command channels to have that effected. 

When we're dealing with tasking, i.e., providing supplementary 

tasking,~ we would deal directly with USN-467. Maybe we 

would have gone to DIRNAVSECGRUPAC or at least within the 

SIGI.NT community. Now all that's changed. A lot of that's 

changed since then. But we had a USN-46- something 

designator. 

MILLINGTON: I# /11 

SHECK: Y, I guess it was. And, of course, in telecommunications world, I 

guess USN-:39 was the guard for those folks. So they would have 

relayed it from 39 to USN 467Y. 

FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

Okay" North. Korea was the intelligence target then? 

Yes. 

f8P ll!@Rl!T ~MDRslt 



FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

Did they collect anything usefui before they were captured? 

Wen, you know, Henry j~st said that they weren't getting any 
f-,Vl6u) \rt 

traffic: in. [ don't~hindsight? You mean after the fact? The 

answer is, they weren't collecting anything, from what I could 

learn. Not very much of anything based upon our debrief of 

people. There was very, very little activity. They got some radar 

activity. They got some limited voice air, if I remember. And 

that's about the extent of it. Very, very little. 

~~=l~F;i~~~, 
~~ 

FARLEY: 

MILLINGTON: 

One of the t::iings that came out after the fact was that when they 
\,m;,,n! I;, 1· '-ti> ts- - -

were being attacked, Commander Bucher asked the~.--tsr 

they had tbem on the loud speaker. They had North Korean 

ship-·to-shore communications on loud speaker. · And, of course, if 

yoJve listened to the tape or heard the tape, even if it's Korean, 

you can de!termine · immediately that these guys were very 

excited, the North Koreans. The skipper, Bucher, it was alleged 

to have asked one of the linguists, which was a Marine kid, 

"What is hEi saying?" The kid said, "I have no idea what he's 

saying, but he's certainly excited." The kids just were not 

qualified linguists, period. I mean, there's no other way you can 

put that in a bag and shake it up to come out. It's going to come 

out they were unqualified for the job they were given. Totally. 

That\. a shame. 

Plus 'ilie Ii:1guists, these young men were student linguists, 

Hammond a.nd Keefer. These two Marines had made no attempt 
\'f\e)( e...'f ,:i."'ce. 

to cover their b "= "b ei~~ When they were first assigned and 

designated, they protested saying, iw e haven't used this since 

--
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Monterey. And that's been over a year and we are just not ready 

for this." 

Yes, sir. Yes, sir. 

And nobody would listen to them. And they had the MOS or the 

right specialty number, so they were assigned. 

That's right. That's exactly right. 

Henry, you :aad some questions. 

Can we back up a minute, Gene, to the sequence of events, and 

particularly concerning the initial tasking and the preparation of 

the proposal for the Pueblo mission that went in the JCS/JRC 

review book. 

SHECK: (coughs) Excuse me. Right. 

MILLINGTON: 11) that procedure, NSA has, as I understand it, NSA has no 
J~h.lfm1Y\a.te. 

SHECK: 

d~ voice in this. They can make, perhaps, an advisory 

opinion, or can they? 

I guess I would disagree with what you said. Let me tell you 
C l..V\ 6 0 I ~a...t 

what the NSAzt-ll:t~ book still exists today. The JCS 

reconnaissance book is developed on the basis of everybody's 

input world-wide on reconnaissance activities, no matter where 

they be. The JRC responsibility is to put that into a meaningful 

publication. Now, admittedly, they will screen out many things 

at their level that don't get into the book, but if they feel secure 

enoug·h that. that makes a lot of sense, and it's also reviewed by 

the JCS guys themselves, that's good enough for the book. They 

developed the book, and now we have what they call the book 

revie,;:,r process. The Director of NSA gets a copy of that book. 

The Director of NSA has to forward a written statement to the 



JCS that says he "concurs" or "nonconcurs" with the proposal set 

forth in that bo0k. Or he states he has "no objections", I guess, 

would be a better word of saying it, because, rm not too sure he 

has concur/nonconcur authority. That he has no objections with 

the proposal's outline to so-and-so. If he has objections, he will 

state those objections and provide the rationale for that objection.. 

There have been a few cases where NSA has done that. An 

airborne mission that might provoke some strange reaction on 

the part of the Soviets might provoke the Director of NSA to say, 

'We don't want to do that." Admiral Inman was probably more 

sensitive to that responsibility than any other Director. Up until 

the time I retired, we briefed Admiral Inman every month on the 

book. He never missed one briefing on that reconnaissance book. 

His reaction though, if he disagreed with something, he 

generally picked up the telephone and talked directly with 

people and said, "You really ought not to do that." And that 

woukl disappear from the book before something got into a peein' 

contest between the NSA and the military commanders. It 

worked very, very well. Conversely, he had no inhibition about 

stating his position, if it required that. So, the book is reviewed 

by NSA. NBA has a pretty strong voice. You can bet your hippy 

that no one down there would just whitewash and say don't pay 

any attention to the NSA position. If NSA had gone out with a 

mes~;:,,ge or a position on that book in that timeframe, rm sure 

the mission probably would not have gone. But nobody did that. 

Even this message is a little wishy-washy, because of the position 

NSA's in. It was a Navy patrol proposed by Navy people in 

response td 

T8P !l!@Rl!T --MDRslc 
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Navy tasking; and we were an outsider saying, '"i ou really ought ~ 
---tk, n.~ A- bo .. d- re-. 

to look at that again, guys." If that's what you wan~.,A..~ 

memory of the last paragraph which said, "In light of the above, 

you may wish to reconsider your proposal." That's what I 

remember the last paragraph saying, not ~ last paragraph, 

which says, "It is not intended to reflect adversely on you:r 

proposal." "Nell, that's certainly what it's intended to do. Or was 

intended to do. 
~'v\. 

That particular review happened just about the time.~_ fact, it 

did happen between Christmas and New Year's. 

SHECK: Abou~ 27 December, that's right. 

WLLINGTON: And, in fact, 6, later congressional investigations, it turned out 

that the Joi:n.t Chiefs, as such, individually and personally, never 

looked at t!n.e book. The review was made by their deputies. 

They, themselves, never saw it. 

SHECK: In that time frame. 

MILLINGTON: In that time frame. 

SHECK: I don't doubt that. I don't doubt that. 

MILLINGTON: And on the very last day, they were trying to squeeze this out 

before the N·ew Year's weekend. 

SHECK: Yep. 

MILLINGTON: In particular. And this went to State, DoD, and back to JCS all 

SHECK: 

in one day. 

Oh, really?' They get a telephonic concurrence in many 

instances. They did then., They're more sensitive to it. The 
; S"' 

unfortunate part about ittJ~e Pueblo was bad enough, and 4:heTh~ 

crew was re:teased in December of 1968. Then, we did our debrief 
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in January of'69. I got tied up until April 1st of 1969, in doing all 

this debrief stuff, and on April 15th, they shot down the EC-121. 

So, now you have the sensitivities of all of this compounded by 

the shootdown of the EC-121, which really caused us more grief 

than any of the others caused us. I think the 121 caused NSA 

more grief than this thing caused us. From a pure loss of 

crypt;J}ogic information, this was probably the biggest disaster 

that ever :n.appened. Because there was nothing, literally 

nothing destroyed. You know, they started a fire and smoke 
f1.t{ n'--

drove ~ out. When they tried to open the door, they got shot at. 

Bad ·:hings happened when they were trying to do destruction. 

They expended enormous amounts of time trying to 

sledgehammer equipment, which was the dumbest, dumbest 

thing they could have done, because a radio is a radio is a radio, 

and fa recorder is a, recorder. And for anybody to waste time 

trying: to srnash it up. It's different if you're taking a keying 

devk1:: for crypto gear and do that, but certainly not with a radio 

or a bank of receivers. That's what they were doing. They were 

banging away with things and running around trying to do 

something constructive, or destructive. The things they really 
1rl1 J,'J•~r-

should have worried about t•~~1V'eJ&f they ~ .... worry about 

them, They worried about them to the extent they tried to do 

something. They even put the bucket that was burning outside 

before the Koreans started shooting at them again. And that 

didn't work. And they tried to throw some overboard. They 

threw it in bags. They might have succeeded in throwing a bag, I 

think that's what it was, a bag overboard. So that was the kind. 

,e;r !H!l!Rl!!if WMDR1t. 
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of frightening thing about it. But, then, after that, it was just, 

"forget it!" 

Henry, you had some other questions? 

Yes, well, can we drop to what I call the "period of initial 

reacbon." 

In the building? . 
In the building. When from the documentati~n I read, one of the . 
first things that was asked for was to increase the] 

C]t1ights. 

Yes, sir. o~.ughs) Oh, shit. Yeah. You're going to make me say 

things. 

There were some problems. 

Yes, he did, goddam it. I was one of his problems and so was Dick 

Harv1:!y. Mr. Zaslow says, "Let's increase o~l ] 

flights so we can get all the North Korean reaction." And our 

position wa.sf(fe and Dick Harvey at the:low level;and Mr. 

Zaslow started to refer to us after that as the !'experts". "Ask the 

experts. They seem to know more about this stuff that I do." Our . 
reaction was, you ought to be careful, Mr. Zaslow, because you . 
know, if they've done that to the Pueblo, you inow, we're going to 

lose an airplane, because those things are unescorted. There's no 

fighter protection around. And we don't even know where the . 
first fighter is out in that Far East right dow to do anything . 
about the Paeblo. So we would say, "That's kind of a dumb thing 

to do.'' I fm·get, but I think the message might have gone out. 

But, there was a request to put up continuousl F·-
130 coverage out of Japan. Okay? And there was a lot of 

l8P IC@Rl!if lfPclDASI. 
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argument in the building whether that made sense or not. And I 

don't remember what happened as a result. I really don't. I 

think we never got the flights. I think, didn't we? 

l\fiLLINGTON; We got the flights. 

SHECK: I mean, that day. 

l\fiLLINGTON: Oh, yes. Yes .. 

SHECK: No, we didn't get nothing about that. 

l\fiLLINGTON: Then the ri~quest went to JCS. And the discussion was also 

between JCS and NSA as to was this a good idea? 

SHECK: Yes. 

l\fiLLINGTON: AFSS was also concerned. 

SHECK: Yes. 

l\fiLLINGTON: And putting in their two cents worth about sending them out 

unefcorted. They wanted some fighters with them. 

SHECK: 

IPL 86-36/50 use 3605 I . 

They were concerned about the back end crews. Absolutely. Yes, 

sir. 'Which is the same concerns we had. And, of course. 

everybody was flapping around that morning. You got to 

remember that, trying to figure out what the hell we were going 
LJ_b..S 

to do. USN-39, ~~ trying to get some coverage. We're trying 

to get coverage out of anything that was available. And, of 

course, the only thing that made sense is airplanes. If you're 

going to get VHF Comms, it's going to be through airplanes, and 

l - ~~ . 
._ ____________ __.So, ~ idea to do that kind of 

collection in an airplane made sense except that in that kind of a 

hostile environment, and, I considered that environment then to 

be hostile, I mean, God knows what they would have done if we 

had started flying all sorts of things. You know, by then a bunch 

re, Jl!@ftl!if IIMDAI\ 
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of proposals were starting to come in from the commanders in the 

field. CINCPAC wanted to go in and tie a lasso on it and pull it 

out of Wor.san Harbor. Literally!. · He said he'd propose a 

message that said, "I will send a fleet of destroyers in with 
-f~t.. ~.,Jhw-V\.

appropriate air cover. I will tie a, rope on ~&9~ tub and I'll 
,-t s~.A.. 

pull it back out." you know, and/\:\~ "Anchors Aweigh" at the 

end of the message. But, anyway, some cooler head in DoD says, 

"No, forget that. We'll keep your proposal under advisement.'' 
a., 

Another prciposal was to send the Banner back up there with very 
/\ 

smail crew and allow the Banner to be in a position where it may 

again provoke the North Koreans. And have that provocative 

action on the part of the North Koreans, because for us to take 
1\-\M 

some retaliatory action,~ were going to do that with carriers 

over the hmizon, out of radar range and having air cover, again 
· · ·· · -fke.. sfup · 

airborne, out of radar range. And that the minute indicated the . I. 
N ort::1 Koreans were coming after them, they would then, "sssn ! 
That would be the signal to launch all the fighters. They even 

had rules of engagement and hot pursuit. Oh, you name it, they 

had it. Tha·; proposal was moving along pretty well. 

Itdid.move .. j'-rt-- . 
Yea':t, butj~not too sure it went up there. It didn't go off~ o ( 

North Kore:1. 
-A ~ J.-4 \'L ~ 

Joined a group~~3-,T1 5 
✓-------). q_-<cv..-~, 

Yeah, it joine~,idlhaii~s right. It stayed south of the 3~th parallel, 
y- · .. "lff\. r ~~,' ~ l~'(.,.i:;~.;.J. 

bec~nse that plan had gone so far that there were~~gw. J# 
a. 6 \ ,(\.." 
t>~ to have a guy, an engineman, and a skipper. Just a crew of a.. 

,, :,,Ht 
limited number of guys, stiAlhat in case something did happen. 

TIP llifiRliT WMDA9' 



-But they wanted to provoke the North Koreans into doing 

something so they could get back at them. Well, agaijfrtime, you 

know, It to•Jk some time to get the carriers over there. It took 

time to get the fighters ready to go. It took time to get the 

Bann.!!r ready for sea, and by then, the reaction of the United 

States was, let's "cool it", because we don't want to lose the 80 

guys and aJl that sort of thing. So they didn't do that. They 

didn't do any of that. 

MILLINGTON: After the first week, things began to settle a bit. Meanwhile, the 

5th Air Force had asked for additional SIGINT support because 

of the additional aircraft that was then beginning to stage into 

South Korea. Some 186 of them, in fact, were coming in there 

and General, I think it was McKee, was the commander of 5th 

Air :Force. He said, ''I want more SIGINT support and. 

specifically, cannot AFSS, send me some emergency reaction 

unit:3 out here." 

SHECK: Uh, huh. 

MILLINGTON: Which AFSS said, yes, they could do. Not only the equipment, 

but the appropriate processing personnel, including Korean 

linguists. And NSA was being advised and knowledgeable of 

these requests ~6th Air Force. As the ERUs then began to 

depfoy, the:c. 5th Air Force was coming in and saying, not only do 

we want them out here, we want total control. Do you remember · 

SHECK: 

that? 1£.vcL-f w a.. s ~ e, sc~ "'a("' o. 

I don''t remember a lot of the details about that, but that's always 

been a major problem of delegating OPCON of a deployed 

SIGllIT unit to anybody under any circumstances. Some of that 
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has cleared up somewhat over the past few years. There are 

better proctidures for doing lots of that kind of stuff. But there 

was n. probfom with that. I don't remember the specifics. But I do 

know that hased upon Mr. Zaslow's position-he was Chief of B

Mr. Zaslow's position with regard to letting anybody have control 

of any kind of a SIGINT asset was, there ain't no way the 

military can do that, because they don't know what they're doing. 

How are th,~y going to task it and what are they going to task it 

against. Where are they going to get the tech support? Who's 

going: to prcvide all that sort of data? So, he would be the kind of 

prime guy behind saying, •1 don't want to do that kind of a 

thing." But I don't remember too much more about that than 

that. But I do remember they wanted-in fact, they probably did 

deploy some of the people out there, I think. 

Well. eventually, it ended up where, indeed, JCS sided with the 

5th A.ir Foree.,\ 
1l,te~ 

The military. Sur~ they would. 

And i;aid, you will have these as a direct support unit and you 

will control them. 

Right;. 

How1:,ver, NSA was expected to provide all the tech support they 

neecle<j,whatever that would be. 

SHECK: Yes. Yes. 

MILLINGTON: Depending ·.1pon what they wanted to do with it. 

SHECK: Yes. 



MILLINGTON: And AFSS said, well, we will intervene here and provide the 

comu:1ander of the 5th Air Force, particularly as advance echelon 

with the personnel who can translate his requirements. 

SHECK: Into the SIGINT requirements. 

MILLINGTON: The EErs into SIGINT framework. 

SHECK: Right. Right. 

MILLINGTON: The admin::stration of this, according to AFSS accounts, and 

those are the ones that fve been able to find which are most 

detai:(ed about this, seem to indicate that as this went on, indeed 
-

NSA was kept pretty well advised of the tasking that was going 

on. 

SHECK; Yep. Yep. Yep. 

:MILLINGTON: Commander of the 5th Air Force, his prime concern was that 

there be an early warning capability. 

SHECK: Uh, b uh. 

MILLINGTON: .And he felt that the ACRP flights might be able to provide that. 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

And NSA's position was, to a degree, that you've got to consider 

the ground sites. 

Everybody. . . , ~ + f ta_( t ti V' a_ t-k -er 4i.v, 
The whole SIGINT collection effort, ...t.'l'\.. ... 5 rJ ' 1 I . -+--

That's right. That's right. 
~ ~ n,,_\'2.e. c\__ -S-iYI, ~ el~wt~\, 

The position of the Air Force, and it seems~ me the Navy, too, 
V. 'f lVl'v\.' 

because Commander 7th Fleet was ~iligj reporting guidance to 

NSG detachments out there which turned out to be, as Bob 

knows, in opposition to some of the Techinsf[a, in terms of what 

should be concerned critic criteria. My personal opinion is that, 

T8;r !ll@Rl!if WMIRt\ 
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initially there was concern about the recovery of the Pueblo 

itself1 and the crew. 

Yes. 

Withi.n about a week's time, on the part of both the Navy and the. 

Air Force, they had kind of given up that whole idea and they 

were getting ready to go to war. 

Yes. 

Is this true? 

Yeah, I think so. I guess I wouldn't say go to war. In all this 

planning about what are we going to do about the Pueblo, you 

have to understand that it took time to move major combatant 

ships .. I don't remember the exact number of days, but one of 

those carriers was way far away and he had to steam. He might 

have been L:1 the Philippine Islands, but he had to steam toward 

Nor1h Korea. Or at least to get into South Korean waters, 

somewhere south of the 38th. And that took a number of days, 

certainly ·beyond the first week of the problem. The fact that 

they wer.e p:tanning on using the Banner as a decoy, the fact that 

we were exercising the military commands in every instance. In 

ever>' instance we ever had a problem, we'll always stand up and 

say, we must exercise the "freedom of the seas" criteria. That no 

country can do that to us. Libya is a classic example, where they 

try to block off a hundred miles and we keep challenging Libya 

that you can't block off a hundred miles of that water. There'8 

international laws regarding freedom of the seas. And that was 

the ·J1ing they were going to do in North Korea-to show the 

North Koreans that we could, in fact, exercise freedom of the! 



seas. And we were going to do it, by God. And they were going to 

put that whole great big task force up there to show 'em they 

could do it. So, if you'd seen a plan for war, I think they were 

planning for something big. Whether the North Koreans would 

have quietly sunk back into the background, whether they would 

have reacted violently, which I think they would have, That 

never happened, because nobody decided to exercise that task 

order., or implement the task order. Yeah, I think it was a scary 

week that they fully were prepared to do battle. No ifs, ands, or 

buts, as far as rm concerned. But for good reason. I mean, they 

were doing things. 

:MILLINGTON: Another thi.ng that I began to realize as I got into this was, while. 

the Pueblo incident to NSA was quite a disaster, and quite a 

sign:Jicant event, to the military, particularly Commander in 

Chief, Pacific, his main focus at that time was on Southeast Asia, 

.the Viet Nam War. 

SHECK: Yes. 

:MILLINGTON: He ha.d so many forces committed down there, as did the Air 

Force, that ·;his event in the Sea of Japan suddenly was kind of 

SHECK· 

l\m:.IJNGTON: 

SHECK: 

Mil,I,DiGTOM: 

SJiECK· 

like a. big irritant. They had to divert forces~ fY" VI" i"k e., m d 1 \I\. it-. ea. t l v-, 

TT 
- iES . 

... from thenTam=:tkee:kr.. /' t t,: 
~~ rt w a. s v- ·1 ~ kt be.{cv ~ t \ .e_ , H 1 

That's right .. 

mfaet,= 

And. i;~s right before=.~ 
/\ 
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MILLINGTON: · Exactly. Right before Tet. Exactly one week after the Pueblo 

when they were, as you said, all excited about repositioning 

forces and whatnot, boom! Tet breaks loose. 

FARLEY: 

MILLINGTON: 

Let me switch. 

TAPE 1SIDE2 

So here we have Tet breaking loose, superimposed on this Pueblo 

incident, and, in fact, literally, at one point, while the Pueblo had 

been on the front page of papers with the Tet explosion, Pueblo 

was i:noved c,ff of page one in the press. 

SHECK: That's right. 

MILLINGTON: And ::n some respects, I think this same rationale could be 

applied to the military. They suddenly realized, well, yeah, the 

Pueblo's a big thing, but here's our war, major war, going on 

down here. 

SHECK: I think tha+ou know, hindsight says that the Tet offensive 

probably had something to do with the lack of desire to pursue 

anything with North Korea. And then there is the concern in the 

Pentagon, that had to be in the Pentagon, that what if the North 

Koreans res.ct in violent fashion? What if the North Koreans 

take that opportunity to go galloping across the border. We got 

our hands foll in Southeast Asia. We cannot afford to absorb 

another area and provide the necessary forces to take on that 

kind of battle. I think those kinds of considerations were the 

considerations that said, pull that task force back. Let's get the 

hell out of there, and we'll sweat out the recovery of the crew 

throug·h some diplomatic or other channel. They must have had 

some idea where they were located, so they knew they were still 

,or !H!lftET U~UIAA 
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alive, I gue:ss. So they were comfortable in that fact. And any 

action taken might (1) kill all the 81 guys; (2) it would just 

compound our problem in Southeast Asia. So, I think a lot of that 

had some bearing on the decision not to pursue that thing any a further. An.d I think that was great that they didn't pursue any .. 
: ·fu:rtheP .. TltE;Y weren't even prepared when they tried to launch 

·... fighters that ~a~l . I 
:MILLINGTON: ·. And ihey were at war to begin with . . 
SHECK: ·. Ikno:_r-

I I don;t know. -----------------
MILLINGTON: The Commander in Chief, Pacific, in fact, when it happened was 

aboard a carrier in the Gulf of Tonkin with General 

Westmoreland talking about the Viet Nam situation. 

SHECK: Yeah, right. 

MILLINGTON: And he didn't know too much about it 'lliti\&J/\_ 
" 

SHECK: Neither did the 5th.Air Force. 5th Air Force didn't know what 

the h1~ll they were talking about. When they asked 5th Air Force 

,,, !ili@Al!!if -,Mnn,n: 
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to provide some support, he needed to know for what. And he 

didn't know the cover word for the operation. They couldn't get 

at a file. Somebody had it locked up in a safe. I mean, you could 

go on and on and on with things like that. But conversely, there 

was no action on the part of the CINC out there to ever alert 

anybody to the fact that we were going to have a proposal, that 

there was a ship up there, the ship was unescorted, the ship was 

up there by himself, and the ship was in any sort of danger. 

There was no traffic, no nothing to alert anybody with regard to 

the safety of that platform. They were on their own. They were 

literally one hundred per cent on their own. Now, a guy's got to 

look back and say, that's stupid, except that they put the Banner 

up t~,ere. All right? And the Banner was harassed by Soviet 

ships.. The Soviets pointed guns at it and said, "You're in our 

wate:rs", and the Banner flashed back, 'Tm in international 
_qo,"''.\ fD 

wate:rs, rm not ~f go nowhere." When the Banner was 

surrounded by Chinese junks and so forth in the Yellow Sea, 1h -e,,. 
. ~e~ 

same thing happened. You know, they were harassing-~ and 
H~ --rr 

comiEg at them and backing off• ~d.....A41- flashed, 'Tm in 

international waters, rm not going to move." And he didn't 

move .. He stayed right there. So. A guy comes steaming back 

from that kind of a thing and he says to the skipper of the Pueblo, 

Lloyd baby, you got nothing to worry about. They do that every 

day. They'[ come out. They'll harass you. You wave back. You 

blink a few things at them and they'll go away. Everybody 

knows that .. We knew it. They do it to our reconnaissance, 

airbrn:-ne reconnaissance missions. Nobody gets excited about 

li8P &&&Aili WMDA1\ 
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that. They weren't then, anyway. So, when it did happen to the 

P.ueblo, here come these guys only they weren't playing. And 

there's the difference between Lloyd Bucher and the guy that 

was on the .Banner. The guy on the Banner could have been in 

Lloyd Buchi?r's place just as easily off the Sea of Japan had that 

Soviet skipper decided to shoot at him. But he didn't, for 

whaci:ver reason. So I can understand why a guy would say, we 

don't have -:;a worry about those kinds of things, because they 

won't bother him. They'll harass him, but they won't bother him. 

So I can UIJ.derstand why that happens.. Hindsight says they 

should have had the whole United States Pacific fleet out there, 

but that's hindsight. I think even after the fact, we did some 

things. We had a destroyer over the horizon, which didn't make 

much sense to me. We had a ship out there collecting a little_ bit 

of information with a destroyer over the horizon wasting all that 

manpower, wasting all that combat capability, sitting around to 

protect a· ship for an event that probably would never occur 

again. I gutc!SS, I don't know. But it never worked that well after 

that. Then~ of course, we started losing the ships quickly afteir 

that. 

Gene, were all our field sites aware that the Pueblo was out 

__________ . ~~~e?. ~~c_2~~~el lsaid that he was not even aware 

I PL 86-36/50 use 36051 there was a Pueblo until somebody waved a press report at him 
· - '\IJhtl fl 

SHECK: 

and said, wli4t$ is the Pueblo? 

Yeah The answer to your question is that, I know in the H --
Group world, they sent out what they call-,Agosh, I can't 

remember the exact title of the message/\ to kind of let people 

,er !f!!@RI• -.MDAgS. 
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·. know that there was a platform out there 

pass this 
~i_n_fu_1_m_a_ti ___ on_o_n_w_i_t_g_o_e_s_f_ro_m_th_e_r_e_oo __ 39_oo_th_e-sh-ip,~t 

would help the ship redirect its collection efforts and so forth. So, 

I think the fact there was a platform out there, yes, that people 

were aware within the SIGINT community that the Pueblo was 

operating. I think that is pretty much sure. What they didn't 

know is, tht.: specific track of the platform. Okay? They didn't 

know that. rm not even sure that we knew the specific track. I 

don't remember that, but it was in the book on the dotted line 

somehow, but! don't remember it very clearly. 

MILLINGTON: The 1>:1ly thing I think we really knew was, when you say specific 

track, we knew the parameters, the limits of the Pacific 

operational power is, Mars, Venus and Pluoo. 

SHECK: Yes. Right. Yep. 

MILLINGTON: And the proposed length of the mission and what the initial 

conce)t of the skipper was oo where he would leave Sasebo, and 

he wc1uld su.y about 40 miles off the east coast of Korea and go to 

the Northern limits of the operational area, and then begin to 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

come down in closer oo thet,,t- ca a.5 l , 
Yes. 

~}::: . h" th 
«'- no time approac 1ng any more an ... 

,,.n_,.,.d,·"-
1:2=-na · 1tical miles. 

i 
-1birte, ~n miles. 

Thirteen. They gave them a mile. They gave them a mile hedge 

factor. 

flP H!@flff W'41Bfls1t 
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MILLINGTON: RighL That, i think, was about as much as ~was known. In 

fact, in the S,ailing orders specified , not much more than that. 

SHECK: Yeah, that'E; right. That's exactly right. 

MILLINGTON: They didn't give him a specific track. They just gave him the 

SHECK: 

I PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 I 

areas in which he was to operate. 

Gene:rally, what we did with all those ships, at least when it 

came to the NSA tasking part of it, was that here you're going to 

run from point A to point B generally. 

_______________________ __.( And, you 

know, that happens all the time. So that's kind of standard 

guidimce. You've got to understand, in ·the case of the Pueblo, 

and f m not trying to deny any NSA involvement, we just didn't 

do that. We only provided what we called supplementary 

tasking. Here's what we're giving you on a strict not-to-interfere 

basis with whatever else you're doing. I know and you know and 
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. I think the public someday ought to know, there ain't no such 

thing as direct support ioddam.n tasking. It does not exist. A 

military commander out there ain't got no tasking. He just 

wants control of the platform. He wants to be able to tell it where 

to gof when to go, and he could care less what those little guys in 

the bottom Cir the bowels of that ship are doing. They rely totally 

upon NSA supplementary tasking that's on a not-to-interfere 

basis, because there ain't nothing to interfere with. Nothing to 

interfere with. We always specified on a not-to-interfere basis 

that/~/~ the primary purpose is to provide direct support 

to the embarked commander. So anything you do other than 

that, Charlie, you can do this. Right? But you do everything you 

can to protect the commander. We have a classic example, and 

this happened very recently in the building. When I was still 
A.J.t'r'I~ C,.' ~ l'\"rV\a.'f'.) 

working in V5, we sent a message to the Navy asking them to fly 
I~ . 

a specific flight to help us out in the Mid East. Navy came back. 

and said, yes, they would do it. The next morning they changed 

the £1.ight and we ended up with no flight because they changed 

it, because they had to provide a mission in support of Com Six 

Fleet requirements. And I wrote a little note on it, "Hogwash, 

ther,c ain't :r.o such thing!" Right? And Admiral Inman wrote me 

a note back and said, "What do you mean by that?" I went up to 

his office and told him, "Admiral Inman, they don't have any 

tasking frorn Com Six Fleet. There's nothing." He said, ~ell, 

send them a message and ask them for it." So we wrote a. 

message to 1:.he Navy to CNO. "Please provide us with a copy of 

Com Six Fh!et tasking, so we have some idea what that plane 
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does, so we c:an see whether the rest of SIGINT community doing 

na, n:a na." One of these nice garbage messages. We want to see 

a copy of t1at task. What I got was a Navy Captain from 

N avSecGru who came to my desk and said, "Gene, you know 

there ain't no ioddamn tasking." Right? So I wrote to Admiral 

Inman and said, "You know there's no tasking, Admiral." "I 

knew that," he said. "I often wondered if they'd say it." Anyway, 

those are the kinds of problems that you have when a guy says 

he's Jut there in response to military tasking. They really mean 

control. 

Henry, you had a question. 

Yes, before we go any further, I had some questions about the 

debriefing. But before that, there was another thing that came 

up where almost within two or three days after the incident, 

CINCP AC comes back with a great basic operational order for 

_ J :=:J And I have a copy of the message that when it came in, 

·. and I've got some notes from General Carter to Dr. Tordella. And . 
Eo 3. 3b ( 3) CartE:r's not•~ read, "Lou, here we go again. Pat." And Tordella's 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

---------~reply to Ca.rter, "Yes, and on the same tired old premise.'' . 
~bsequent to that, there was quite a lengthy message drafted . 
and. sent back to CINCPAC saying, in effect, and trying to be 

diplotpatic, :;aying, "Before you guys go out and do this, will you 

pleas'!~ check with us?" . 
SHECK: That\ ri~t. 

MILLINGTON: Otherwise:J' l 
C.,. _______ ___._ 

•T8P IEl!Aiif WMDRA 
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SHECK: That's exactly right.· I 
J : 

MILLINGTON: . Is this a common practice? 

SHECK: : Every time something happens, it happens. Classic. Let me just 

· give you a very good example of that. In 1964, in the Dominican 

· Republic a problem started, we sent forces to help either the 

· rebels or the good guys. I'm not sure who we supported, but 

· whoever we were in support of on the Dominican Republic side, 

· we s~nt forc,es out in 1964. It was a Sunday morning when I got a 

· phone call at home from Juanita Moody, who said, ~come in 

~ here, pleasej" c, _______ ~- Moody said to me on the telephone, '1 

: have the Secretary of Defense on the phone. Would you please 
• W\Y 

_________ hurry in here." Well, I almost busted DJ} ass getting in here and 
EO 3. 3b ( 3) 
PL 86-36/ 50 use 3605 it wasn't. the Secretary, it was somebody else. It sounded 

f-aramatic, but it got me in. Anyway, I got in here and she said to 
• ♦• . . .-·· ---------

$ ~~,.·.~:rhe-prnblem is that SECDEF wants I I 
-~ " .. • • ♦ . . . 

♦ 

Now citn.that b~.4one?" And I said, ••You called the wrong 
•• 1"!'", --- • • 

::: guy, Charlie. r·d\>n't know. what you're talking about." ~ell, .·· . 
: : : you k:,1ow all about 

:r:---- I said,, 
-L:,...__.====-------1. 
·1 . = 

• • • I said, "What do you want 

J 
: you can forget th.at. If that's what you want" tQ do, fine." She . . 
: says,. "'Well, I don't know. I want to be able to hav~♦..-----J ... 
C:' ==3 because that's what SECDEF says. He doesn't 
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EO 3. 3b ( 3) 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

.. 
: ·. I So it worked. But the answer to -------------
. your question, every time there's a military activity, the ----------------, · military commander say1 

I And that makes more sense. But that -----------
even happens today. That's not new. 

MILLINGTON: About the d,~briefing. fve got a chapter that I prepared about the 

de briefing episode,,~~ til~lf; 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

It w~cf- a lot of fun. (laughs) · ..4---
o ... ~J.. V\.~"-'-~ If\.~ 

Oh, yeah. 4~ initial planning really started almost within two 

weeks of the incident. 

SHECK: Yes. 
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MILLINGTON: And I would have to believe as I read through it all, that you 

mentioned e,arlier th_at General Carter had been very astute in 

handling the incident. 

SHECK: Yes. 

MILLINGTON: It seems to rne that the same astuteness ran, or I should say tact 

ran through the debriefing preparation. Because initially, the 

Navy said, "NSA, this is our showKt" 

SHECK: Stay out ofi'.:. 

MILLINGTON: "You are going to have no part in this." 

SHECK: Yes, sir. Yes, sir . .Yes, sir. 

MILLINGTON: And it was this point that General Carter tactfully went to the 

Joint Chiefs and said, "Wait a minute. We not only deserve to be 

in this, but we have a responsibility to the DCI which supports 

our being there through the whole show." 

SHECK: Yes, sir. 

MILLINGTON: _This Navy fJot dragging. Did it seem to continue even through 

the de briefing? 

SHECK: Ha ha. Well, yeah, let me tell you. It's pretty interesting-what 

happened. 'What you say is absolutely true. The Navy was very 

reluctant to have NSA play any part in this. But we did, through 

whatever mechanism, we did succeed in telling them that the 
~v-\\lV\.l..r-"\ 1..,._,v-vcse aY..d ii-t~ 
1 A only responsibility NSA had in this exercise, was to determine 

the significance of the cryptologic loss, so· we could report that to 

the DCI. And, that in the view ofNSA and national authorities, 

took precedence over any other investigation conducted by the 

Navy with :regard to the whole exercise. Okay? Now, Navy 

accepted that. They said, "Okay, that's fine." However, thE~ 

rf8P !iEIRl!!'f ~MDFlilt 
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Navy said,"We're going to be in charge of the whole debrief 

proce:;s
9 

Navy." They had a Navy civilian. I can't eve11 

. remember his name now. 

Abbo!t? 

Bill .Abbott. Turned out to be a strange duck. I really do. I think 

he "clich''. He kissed you every morning before he went to work. 

(all laugh). Anyway, very strange man. He was in charge of the 

Navy contingent. Admiral March, who was then Captain March, 

becacne Admiral March, had a NA VSEC routine. And 

NAV~sECGH.U and Navy provided a bunch of security kinds of 

guys to assist in the questioning. We were alerted sometime 

befor1:, Christmas, "Go have your Christmas now, because the 

crew\ going to get released and you guys are going to have to go 

to San Dieg,J." So San Diego was picked long in advance. Don 

· Snow was our lead guy, and Don got all the hotels lined up and he 

was out there and did all kinds of great things. Fantastic things. 

And they told us, "Go have your Christmas." So on December 

22nd ··Ne had Christmas in my house and then they called me up 

next :mornir.g and says, "Forget it!-· You're not going to go until 

the d::1.y afti?r Christmas." So we had another Christmas 011 

December 25. So on December 26 we went. Had a chartered 

airplane and all of us, 80 some odd people got in an airplane out 

in Baltimorf? and we flew out to San Diego and got there four or 

five h:mrs lt,ter. A little happy, because we drank a lot of funny 
'

1 100(\lt,5'
1 

. 

little ;'-tinieJf on the airplane going there. We got there, and 

went right out to the base in San Diego and started getting 

organized. The Navy was already there. The Navy - Navy, fm 
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(( (;" ~V\.,,.,., cl.. I S" '2;( v I c. e ) ) 

talkh.g about the Gen Sers_?avy, was already on the spot. They 
6 ~l V° 

had t:1e crew. They had badges for us. They got oat pictures 

taken. Tht?Y were very, very cooperative, but they were in 

charge. Okay? Very much so in charge. Okay, so they decided 

now, that was December 26th and we're going to go right to work 

tomorrow morning. We're going to divide up the interviews. 

Here':, how we're going to do it, and we said, «okay. Fine." Well, 

now we start our interviews. Our team of some ten NSA guys, I 

forget, - I could rattle off a name. Dick Finley was our boss and 

Dick Lord was there, and I was there and Bill Black. We started 

our i::iterviews that day. We talked to guys. It was very 

disor[anized that first day. And then they had a debrief every 

night .. The debrief was totally related to the fact that here's what 

happf. ned. All non-cryptologic kinds of things were coming out of 

th. . d 1 . th' h' h w ls.
5 th · 1s ,:;onver:,ation an not crypto ogic 1ngs, w 1c :»If' e 

primary purpose for us being there. Dick Finley went up the 

road to Sunnyvale or drove up to San Francisco, or met a guy in a 

gas st1tion halfway up or something, but sent a message back to --
General Carter and said, 'These guys are-"'. this ain't going to 

work. Charlie, because we can't really get our foot in the doo~ anct-
l.,J .e' y ~ . 
~ having a real problem getting ourselves to the point wher1a 

we can redly do what we have to do from a cryptologic 

stand point." Carter is alleged to have sent a message back, or 

the WJrd ba·:k, '1: don't care what you have to do, Dick, but take 

over.. Or take over and don't let the Navy know you've done 

that." Okay? We had a meeting of our team; Dick Lord, Dick 

Finfo:r, Jack Noonan. Jack Noonan was key guy in thi:s 

li8P ilii@Al'!if --FelDAilt 
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particular exercise, because we decided the. only way to do it 

would _ be to take control of the whole process, the whole 

paper1andling process. Because it was so screwed up. We'll 

walk in tomorrow morning at four o'clock in the morning and 

we'll go to those desks and we'll reorganize. Navy sits over here, 

NSA dts over here, and here's the paper flow. You do this, you do 

this. We're going to debrief these guys today. Here's the 

sched .Ile. So we have it all organized. And when they walked in 

at se~1en o'clock or eight o'clock in the morning, we just h~ded 

out sl:.eets and said, "You're going to do this, and you're going to 

do that. We're going to have a debrief at 4:30." Now we were in 

charge, and they didn't know quite what happened. And they 

Ii terally didn't understand that they had just been had, and they 

were i:1ad .. And so the riext three weeks, we did what we wanted 

to de. But only because Jack Noonan was clever enough to get 

this whole thing organized in about three hours, and pass out all 

these sheets. We then took over the control of all the interviews. 

And then we had a cryptologic meeting every day and started 

weeding out individuals, 'We don't have to worry with this guy 

no mere, let's go back and talk to this guy some more, or forget 

that guy." And we started writing our words. We found out after 

two days or three days that we needed more help. So we sent 

.. 1 _P_L _8_6_-_3_6_/ s_o_u_s_c_3_6_o_s_l • ba~k ~d ~--r);~ic H.;;,;; ,;,,~ , .. ? 

Anyway, ab3ut five guys and some more girls, transcribing girls. 

So they can:.e out, and so we could do more interviews, because 

the Navy was on us. Navy said, "Look. The quicker you guys get 

done with your debrief, the quicker we can get at them from a 
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general service standpoint and we can start worrying about their 

problem, which was one of court martial and all that sort of 

thing. Befo:re we got there, the Navy guys lined all the crew up 

and told them that they were going to be interviewed by a bunch 

of guys and that they were going to talk into a tape recorder, that 

nothing they said would be held against them. Lieutenant 

Commander Murphy, the executive officer of the Pueblo, was 

probably, as far as I'm concerned, was probably the smartest guy 

on tte whole ship. Literally, the smartest guy on the whole ship. 

I So they lined -----------------------L,.,,' ~ ,._,. 

them all upi ~~tl\we did is, we went to the kids' rooms. 

Wherever their rooms were we took a tape recorder with us and 

we sat down. We had to drag one of these Navy guys with us. 

But they really became no problem. As a matter of fact, they 

l&P !iE@Aliif UMDAA 
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became very cooperative with us. And they made things easier 

as time progressed to get through the system and they were 

happy with all the information we were getting. So we started 

going through this process of interviewing guys. We had to 

convince them 1) that we really knew what we were talking 

about; 2) that we were really only there to find out about the 

cryptologic }.osses. We told them I don't want to hear anything 

about the fight. I don't want to hear anything about the battle. I 

don't want t.o hear nothing about who got shot. I don't want to 

hear nothinf{ about who was on their hands and knees praying. I 

don't want to hear none of that stuff. All I want to know is what 

did you take aboard that ship when you went? And the kids 

became pretty free in telling me that. Of course, during the 

conversations, they did embellish the stories with things that 

happened fr.at we have records of and so forth, that came out of 

that that could give a pretty story of what happened. But we did 

stick pretty much to cryptologic things, and when we weren't 

satisfied with an answer, we went back to the guy and tried to get 
---------- --t'Ae S fi (~ J 

Eo 3 · 3b (3 ) more information. So that was the way we tried to build l'hat! 
PL 86-36/5 □ use 3605 

. was the way we found out 

And they haQ. 
. vf ec.h, ·,\ s 

everything, everything imaginable. Complete copy of teehins 

from ,:me enci to the other ... ,---------------7 
They had hooks and documents on that~ Just awful the 
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information they had. But we did succeed in doing our thing and 

we did that in about a two-week period, maybe. I forget the exact 

number of days. Seems like we were home by the 17th of 

January. I forget. We came home not satisfied that the 

preliminary report we did was really good, because we didn't 

have :much '~ime to go through transcripts like we really should 

have. So we regrouped our team and we went back down to 

Nebraska A venue. Dick Finley selected some eight or ten of us, 

and down to Nebraska we went. We stayed down there from 

whatever date that was in February to sometime in April. I 

think it was the first day in April that we stayed down there and 

we went over every transcript. I mean, line by line by line~ And 

we tried to pick out all the things and then we produced our 

document, · the report, which we turned over to NSA, J$ti 
w~~'''.•J~< 
~~ NSA did with it was beyond me. At least the document 

I know exists. And it has the complete story of what happened. 

As far. as the classified information is concerned. There was a 

great deal of reluctance on the part of the Navy to let us get 

involved, a great deal of reluctance or willingness to become 

activ-1: participants. But they were had. Only to the extent that 

we ha.d a job to do and by God, to Dick Finley's credit and Dick 

Lord's credit and the rest of the folks out there, you know, we 

knew what we wanted to do and we did it. And we did get 

cooperation, finally, within a day or two, from the Navy cats, 

becaese they saw this great flow of information and we kept 

them inundated with documentation and paper so they would 

stay out of m1r hair. 

TIP &EiAEif UFADA.Sc 
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I appreciate very much what you said, particularly about the 

Sunnyvale hit, because I have a copy of a message, but I can't 

very well tell how it got here. My suspicion was if they used an 

SSO chan:'.lel, it was obviously outside of the Navy 

communications. 

Admiral, whoever he was, in charge of the whole debrief, and I 
He.-

forget his name, ~wasn't a very pleasant guy. He said that we, 

NSA .guys, could send no communications to anybody without his 

authcrity. 

Yes. 

And his concurrence, concurrence. He didn't say, ttJust let me see 

it." He wanted to ttconcur" or ttnon-concur". Well, that's when 

Dick says, ttA.in't no way I'm going to do that, baby." And up the 

road he went arid found this outlet in Sunnyvale or someplace:., 

~ the guy in a gas station, halfway up the road, whatever. 

When we said, where you going? 'TU be back later." Then he 

came back ·with guidance the next day and he got a message back 

from Carter and General Morrison. And they had a little group 

in P04 that was helping support us while we were out there. 

And cne of the things that later I thought was very diplomatic of 

Carte:r, he sends a message to, I think, it was Moorer, saying, · 

"Admiral Moorer, I want to thank you for a great job you Navy 

people have done for us." 

That's exactly.1.1,That's right.- Exactly right. Dick Finley wrote 

that message for Carter. That message said, '"Without you guys, 

man, we couldn't have done nothing." That's exactly right. And 

it was our show. Until we left. After that now, they did their 
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thing when we ieft and that's when it started getting kind of 

nasty. I was going to start talking about, you know, Murphy, 

whom I thought was the cleverest guy/ 

\ : 
I First of all, he never got along with Bucher, from what I I PL 86-36/50 use 3605 ..._ _________ gathered 

He was also given a medal subsequent to that. Did you know 

that? For his conduct in POW camp. The day he got awarded it, 

he demanded a public presentation of his medal, which he got. 
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Then when he got the medal, he turned around to the Admiral of 

the California and said, "Now, sir, now that rve received this 

medal, you can take it back. I don't want it. I don't deserve it for 

what I did and I don't need it." This is on TV. Public! "Take this 

back.,,, And he left. Tough. 

What I've c.one, as I mentioned earlier, I've gone through the 

transcripts. First of all, fm in no way trying to regurgitate or 

repeat the ,::!xcellent stuff that was done, in terms of damage 

assessment. I made reference to it, but fm not going to repeat 

that. What I was concerned with, in going through the 

transcripts, was (1), to get some facts about what happened 

aboard the ship that day, because so many people see it in a 

different way. Because nobody was standing there with a TV 

came1·a above this taking pictures. Because everybody has a 

different idea as to w:hat happened. What I was really concerned 

too about what I could learn about the training of the crewmen, 

the NSG pe:>ple aboard this ship. And it turns out , from what I 

got from the transcript, that- well, I was shocked. 

There: was n.othing. They had no watch and quarter station bill 

They weren't familiar with that. I mean, where you were 

suppc,sed to go - - and they had none. They had nothing. 'fhey 
-r°\H~ h ~ Y'-~ \ 1 Y'Cj , AJof-

had nothin{~. Ill-prepared. 'Fheyl~hipshod handled , g~ much 

enthcsiasm. 

The chief petty officer who'd been with them, a Chief I ] 
who'd been with them all through their refitting and rehabbing: 

in Bremerton, through their sea trials off San Diego, on the trip : 

out tc Hawaii, out from there up to Yokusuka when the goddam : 
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r~tl~v- · 
~ broke all the time, five days before the missio~.,.---~s 

trans:f erred to Edsel. 

Tran::Jerred. That;s right. Took him right off the shiµ. 
~ . 

And ~hey g-et a · _ by the name of .. ?, all I can :think of is 

Shepard, at the moment. 

I can't; remember names. 
I PL 8 6-3 6/ 50 USC 3 60:J 

MILLINGTON: It was not Shepard, but it was another chief with tremendous: 

backr:Tound. But here he is placed ~.e five days before: 

departure. 

Right. That's right. 

MILLINGTON: First time he's ever met anybody aboard the ship, including the 

office:~s, his NSG grooming. He had no idea their individual : 

capabilities. 

SHECK: Right. 

MILLINGTON: What they could do. 

SHECK: Right. 

MILLINGTON: What they could handle. It just was incredible. 

SHECK: Right. I ag.ree with that. I 

/ He had access to anything he wanted ________ _, 

T8P lli&Rlit' ..,MIR1\ 
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to have if he: really wanted to have that. And he probably should 

have got more involved. 

Is th11t a rexlection of his attitude toward Murphy and Murphy 

toward him'> 

Well, they had their problems. No, I think that was just a 

reflection of his attitude. He,s an old submariner, "Let's go to 

shon and drink and have a big party!' He considered this to be 

kind of a dramatic thing. I don't think there's anybody in the 

world, when you go back and look what he did while he was a 

POW could ever find a more exemplary figure. He was far and 

abov1:: any individual who was placed in that kind of position 

where he worried about the crew. He protected the crew, he did 

everything he could for the guys. He was just the one that they 
-

gathered ar-Jund. The day we were in San Diego, the first couple 
. . . 

of days, all those kids talked about was their skipper. What a 

great indiv:tdual. They had forgotten what happened before. 

They only remembered those eleven lousy months in the POW 

camp. That the times they did see him or were aware of his 

pres,ence, it was always way above everybody and he said, "Hang 

in there, guys", and 'Tm going to do everything I can for you", 
----n,{l"\ . 

~really, really, really respected that. And I think that all 

81 guys tha◄; came back, probably unanimously, would agree that 

that guy really did a tremendous job in the POW camp. Th-e 

thini~s that happened before that, I don't know. When you're 

being attacked and you ain't got much to shoot back with, and . A 
the ship is starting to burn a little bit and guys are dying a couple 

~ 

guys are bleeding and you don't know what the hell to do 

I li&P !iE@Rl!T "'"'DRSlt 
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and you're surrounded. You're literally surrounded. You've got 

to make a judgment: Do I lose all 81 guys? Those days of John 

·Paul .Jones, as far as rm concerned, are long gone. While the 

Navy shudders and shakes of the thought that somebody 

surrendered a Navy ship, I don't think he had any choice. I went 

aboard the Palm Beach I was never aboard the Pueblo, but I was 

aboard the Palm Beach. That's the only ship I ever went aboard 

that you step down to get into. I mean, that's kind of scary. You 

usually walk up, you know? But not this one. You step down. 

That's how :;mall that ship was. So you can imagine that thing 

being: surrollnded by all these gun boats out there and patrol 

boats and these guys just pulled right up to them and just 

literally climbed on board. And they had nothing to fight back 

with. One 50 caliber machine gun, a couple of small guns, maybe 

a rifle or two, I don't know. But nothing that made sense. 

Gene, did y~u have need to interview the crew other than the 

SIGINT people? 

GenS(~r guy:,? 

Yes. 

The i;ecurity group guys did not talk to anybody in GenSer, 

excepc the officers. We interviewed all the officers, because one 

of them didn't even have a clearance, but we did interview him 

anyway. 

Lacer'? 

Lacey. That's a warrant officer. That's right. But all the guys 

had c:learances. So we interviewed them all but only for the 

purposes in determining cryptologic loss. And we talked with 
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result of thE.t. No, we didn't interview GenSer guys at all. Only 

the cryptologic guys. Except we allowed the Navy guys to do 

that. We said, "Here, why don't you keep busy with that", 

because the.re was nothing we could have gotten from them that 

··would.have helped our cause, so that's why we did it. 

MILLINGTON: As I remember going through the transcripts of the GenSer 

people, I've forgotten who was going the interviewing, but one of 

the standard. questions seemed to be, 'What did they know of the 

mission of the ship?" 

SHECK: That':3 right. 

MILLINGTON: The real intelligence mission of the ship. And most of the~/ 

didn't know. 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

I PL 86-36/50 USC 36051 

Yeah, right 

Some of them had some idea, but they were guessing. There 

seemed to be no talking or discussion of this between the NSG 

people arid the GenSer people. Oh, they recognized, as a crew, 

that you do :;,our thing and we'll do ours. 

T8P 3l!!@Rl!f WUDAslc 
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TAPE: 2SIDE i 
..-<1,1:t 'c; ~ I IT)\~ ti~'< 

Things like that bring back memories. Sure does. "-1 ~ "" 1 

Anything m.ore on the debriefin~oc,-4,tL1 

No, I ·mink not. 

Were any of them uncooperative at all, Gene, other than being 

reluctant to put things on tape for probably court martial use 

later on? 

I think collectively we, as a group in the debrief team, had a 

problem of really feeling secure in that 

1TQP &E&REif WrADAgt. 

-a.-q O / 
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MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

...... _. ---------------------------

f And that's too bad. But you ----------------
know, those things happen to anybody. That again, none of us 

were in that position. And I don't care what anybody says, you 

can put all the stars and stripes on your arm as you want. Yo1.1 

know, you're not there, you can't tell how you'd react. And that 

was the sad part about the whole thing. The saddest part about it 

is tha.t somebody allowed all that informat~on to get on the ship . .__,_-

After that happened, we did all kinds of good things. That 

doesn't happen anymore. If you had a shipborne program you 

wouldn't have that kind of stuff. Next, you put things on water-

TfJP il@R!T l!HUIDllSlt 



soluble paper so you can throw it away. You only take what's 

necessary for that p~cular patrol. y OU make sure you have an 

A-package. Like we designated a couple of places to be focal 

points, SIGINT sites to be focal points for the packaging up of 

matedal. You only give the ship that's related to the particular 
tt,~ 

opera ting area. You give •~ nothing more because you don't 

need nothir:.g more. And as soon as it comes back you take the 

package away from them guys and you never give 'em any more 

than one pack~n and on and on. So there were very specific 

directives developed on the basis of all that happened with 

regard to the Pueblo to prevent that from happening again. 

MILLINGTON: I know. Right after the Pueblo, I think Tordella was aghast! 

SHECK: Oh. Oh, ye~., he was. 

MILLINGTON: (laughing) 

SHECK: WelJ ,. you 1:enow. _Some funny things came out of all these 
--exercises. ·we've got a few minutes left}.as an aside. What I 

didn't know, until that particular incidentAno, it was 'til the EC-

121, w·hich happened on the 15th of April. We and K-12 or then 

K-18 or whatever we were, talked every day to JCS/JRC, more 

than once a day. Generally, probably five times a day, generally 

to the NSA :.iaison officer down there, who at that particular time 

was Bob Livingston. And John Connell was before Bob 

Livingston and after Bob Livingston was: .. ? It doesn't make any· 

difference. But Bob was pretty heavily involved. Regarding the --
EC-121 incident, I got a call from somebody that said1,yfrom the 

JCS, that said General Stakely wants a complete copy of such-

and-such such-and-such. Right? This was at 2 or 3 o'clock in thEi 

, T8P IIIAIT ~MDAi\ 
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morning, and we're in the midst of trying to get all this stuff 

together~ This seemed like such an innocuous request that this, 

regardless of who said it was coming from, that Stakely was the 

Chief of the JRC. I said, in my infinite stupidity, "Oh, tell the 

General to go bite my ass. I got all kinds of things to do right 

here, and that doesn't rate very high priority." Right? So I 

slamm.ed the phone down. (Millington and Farley laughing) 

Becfr,i.se Morrison was screaming about something and I was 

talk:::ag to Bob, I guess. Well, I found out the next day that this 

JCS now was reconstructing all the night's activities in the JCS 

with a taped recording. Every one of those grey telephones .. .! 

never knew that untilf-,and there's my conversation. "Tell the 

General to stick it in his ear." Well, I ran up from there as soon 

as I found that out, I said, "You got to be kidding me that that 

stufri; being recorded." No. · I went up to Dr. T_ordeUa's office. I 

told Dr. Tordella, "Are you aware that they're recording the 

conversations that we have from this building down to the JCS?" 

'1'11 yank out every grey phone they've got down there," he says. 

Righ::? Unt:] that day we found a memorandum authorizing such 

a thing to happen, signed by Dr. Tordella. 

(Laughs) 0:1, boy, Did they have it recorded? 

Yep. They E:sked for permission to do it and he said, "Fine." 
7 

Did they play back 'ftut.ffr fq1" ~ 0 ~ ' • 

Oh, yeah, Stakely. Fortunately, we had a great relationship with 

the people down there and Stakely said, "Gene, I wish you'd just 

watcb what you say when you say it." I said, "Yes, sir. Forgive 
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me! I knew not what fd done." (all laugh) Anyway, it was a 

shock ofmy life when I found that out. 

Gen•.?, how many pages in the "Lessons Learned" study on the 

Pueblo crisis? How many pages did you have? 

Oh, gees, I d.on't know. I really don't know. Lots of them. 

Hundreds a:ad hundreds, I guess. 

We had all kinds of things happen as a result of that. As a result 

of the Pueblo and the EC-121 I was almost detached from my job 

and I went clown to JCS and spent most of my time down there at 

the JRC doing all kinds of studies. We did a world-wide study on 

command a::id control. We did a world-wide study on the use of 

destroyers i:a lieu of using combatant ships, in lieu of unprotected 

ships. A JCS study on the needs for TRSs and AGTRs. So my 

time down there was writing up or helping write up these dumb, 

dumb papers that people could wave around and say, "Look, how 

smart we are" kinds of things. The world-wide study on 

command/control made rp.ore sense than anything, because it 
(,\.,a.u.f,\,11!) 

was a case of'll-J\.Bm.~Jfgoing around the JCS. We formed a team 

of some 6 or 7 very senior military people representing all the! 

services. w·e went to every major command - Army, Navy, Air 

Force, -CINCEUR, CINCPAC, CINCLANT, down to subordinate 

camp commands, Com 7th Fleet, CINCLANTFLEET, CINCPAC 

Fleet, submarine commanders, London, CINCUSNA VEUR, alll 

over the world. It took us over a period of 

iQP &E&AET WMOR1I. 
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a yea.r. It took us probably six months to do_ this whole trip. We 

did it in two separate trips - one to the Pacific and one to the 

European area. The purpose being, if in fact, you as a military 

commander were ever confronted with a situation, i.e., like the ----------.......... ····· .... . 
: Pueblo, or like the EC-121, ... ,---------------. 
• 
: finds itself in some problem area, what would you do as the 

: military commander if you became the first knowledgeable .. 
: individual with regard to that funny exercise? There was a .. 
:: strange incident that happened ... I ____________ _ 
~l lthat stemmed all this. You could look into 

· that in you:~ documents, but it's around somewhere. I won't go 

· into any details, but that's what stemmed the thing off. And we 

. went and interviewed all these military commanders. 

· Surprisingly enough, most commanders would wait for guidance 

· from somebody back home before they would do anything. One 

· commander indicated he'd start World Warm. One commander 

· said, '1 will sit here and hold my things before I did anything to 

· start World War ill." Most of them were pretty confident when it 

________________ I"'!!'" ____ __ They 

were a ware that necessary protection ~ to be · afforded those 

kind'E of things. The command and control lines were very 

clearly defined. There wouldn't be a problem with the Liberty 

,er ll!@RI!? l!!IMDAsll 



going in to where Com Six Fleet says "Nobody ever told me". All 

that ::.dnd of thing and the same hand-waving out in the Pacific 
. . 

that ''Nobody told me how significant that was." That would 

have never happened again in the 1971 timeframe. And that was 

probably the best thing that JCS ever did was to make the 

commands aware that somebody was looking over their shoulder, 

and you ought to really be sensitive to that. The thing that 

disappointed me the most was military commanders didn't know 

how to use critic messages. They said, "Well, that's up to them 

SIGINT guys." They think only critic messages are issued by 

SIGINTers. They really do. They ran an exercise of an attack, 

like a European exercise, where somebody was going to attack. 

Some group of dissident in Italy was going to attack an atomic 

war,~house or a nuclear storage warehouse. Right? And they 

wrote this exercise for it. I stopped and I said, ttAt what point in 

. time would one of you guys send a critic message?" · "Critic 

message? How do you mean a critic message?" I said, "You have 

a U.S. resource being attacked by a bunch of dissidents, itt; got 

nuclear weapons in it and you didn't send no critic message to 

anybody?" 'What's a critic message?" "Only intelligence 

ween.ies sen.d critic messages." So we showed them. "Here, look 

·· in the docurnentation, boy. Anybody can send a critic message on 

anything. Don't have to be related to SIGINT." Anyway that 

helped that cause a little bit. And critic handling. That's 

anotLer thing, you know. There's been a lot of dirty words about 

critic handling on a couple of those incidents and we checked into 

that, and cleared some of that up. But I got involved in all that 

I ,., l[iAET WMIAI\ 
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stuff. I kind of got away
1
,..until I went to NSA Europe for three 

years. 

How soon after that exercise did they cancel the seaborne 

activity? 

WelL, that was more of an economic consideration. 

Oh, was it? 
\) a_,S 

Yeah, what happened)\as the war in Viet Nam was phasing 

dow::1 the need to identify dollars for other things was very 

obvious. JCS sent a message. No, let me rephrase that. The 

Navy lost some money in the budget and sent a message out to 

the fleet commanders saying, "Look, we only have X number of 

dollars to continue operations of all our combatant ships," and all 

that sort of thing and the manpower to do that. And, of course, 
v-' B.<' . 

the vi~was ended and the kids were getting out of the service. 

"If you have your choice, what ships do you want to give upr' 

Well, every Navy CINC came back and said the AGTRs Perk 

One, for one, they ain't theirs and they like to count guns and not 

receivers ar.d so they recommennded the AGTRs. We went down 

to th1:! Pentagon and tried to rebutt that, and we rebutted it 

whe".'r~ they did it slowly, but they did it, and eventually all the 

ships went out of the program. So there are none today.\ 

h 

f It's a respon~e to tasking, and they accept • • • 
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. the tasking. And while you still have to go out and call it 

• «supplementary" and you have to go through the fleet 

. commanders and you have to kind of hold your hat in your hand, 

. they do do ::t. And they are totally responsive. And that's the 

. important thing. Who cares what the process is? You know, the 

: end r,esult is the important thing. That's probably a better way of 

: doing- things, although there is a need, as far as rm concerned, 

: there still is and there always will be, a need for the National 

· Secw·ity Agency to have a mobile platform that you can deploy 

C J I . 
EO 3. 3b ( 3) 
OGA 
PL 86-36/50 USC 3605 

I We ought to be looking into that. 

r::1 rm sure we are. 

t.::J · · · · · " } That's what happened. And it just got too 

cost-ineffective, I guess, is the best way to say it. So they said, 
t1' e \'I'\.' t~ (_ vY'-

let's ret rid ,Jf'emi
1
S0 we got rid of'~ all. 

FARLEY: And the talent is not what it should be either, the personal 

talent. 

SHECK: You take the ASRP program for example, where the Air Force 

I r I has their flights that they fly around the world where they havt~ PL 86-36/50 USC 360.:i _ ·--· ____________ , 

... ---------very ~a'.Jfable·, 'cOmpt!~:dt" guys1 J 
The Air Fo::-ce has got the best training program in the whole 

world for that kind of activity - for mobile collection. The Navy 

does the same thing, but they don't have the training program. 

They don't have the linguistic capability that the Air Force does. 
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The:, rotate guys too frequently. They just don't say to a guy, 

«you're going to be an airborne guy forever and ever and ever 

like the Air Force does. And you're going to be the best linguist 

we g(,t in tbat particular area." They just keep changing these 

guys around. The Air Force doesn't do that. Maybe because 

they're Air Force. I don't really know, but they don't have the 

quali:.y of i:eople in the Navy that the Air Force does when it 

come:, to providing that kind of data. Any Air Force kid in an 

airplane knows he's going to be attacked. No ifs, ands, or buts- -

they know it. You do that with a Navy guy, they'd just sit there, 

"What was that that just went by us?" or something, you know. 

Thafs not h:!ing derrogatory, that's fact. Like the EC-121. 

FARLEY: ThouJht it ,1Tas a chain being dragged across the deck. 

SHECK: Righ·'.. So there, guys! 

FARLEY: Henry, do you have any more questions? 

MILLINGTON: No, I really don't. 

FARLEY: I think this has been extremely interesting.,-

SHECK: Well, thank you for the opportunity. I enjoyed it. I haven't really 

given it much thought until you start stirring my mind up about 

some of the things that happened. But I appreciate it. 

FARLEY: 

SHECK: 

Gene. shouH we classify it~ep Scuct01J"I.. )\, 1~'®' , 

,· Yeah, l think you.ought to classify it Tep 8eC'l"e~ Oerle1'errl. I 

guess you ougbt to put on tape that I do have sensitivities about 

that funny :.ittle piece of paper I signed and that as long as it's 

~yefi Only". I don't remember the exact words, but I guess as· 
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long 1s it's within the comtlnity, it's all right. But I certainly 

know I signed something that said you would not divulge. 

rn p·.it a form in your envelope giving you dispensation for 

talking with us. 

That's great, fine. 

Because you can be given this for discussing anything related to 

cryptologic history. 

That satisfies me. That satisfies me. 

My use of these transcripts has been that certainly nothing will 

ever appear in my work, let's say, about vis a vis the .personal 

aspects of the crew, but I am concerned about what could be 

learn :!d as lessons. As I said earlier, I'm really concerned that 

there be some attention given to recognition of the need for 

proper training of people. 

SHECK: Oh, hJy. 

MILLINGTON: Who go out on such missions. 

SHECK: That\; right. That's right. You just can't send an incompetent 

crew on any of these kinds of things. 

MILLINGTON: And having gotten them together, they don't take such actions, 

which to me is a tremendous mistake of taking their chief petty 

office:~, or whoever it is, and removing him five days before 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

SHECK: 

MILLINGTON: 

they'r.·e going to go on their first mission. 

He wouldn't agree with you. (all laugh) 

Right. 

Because he got off and saved his neck. 

But you know, this, as you said, the Navy's always moving these 

people.• · 

• lOP !l!eftEf l!INIBRA 
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SHECK: That's right. They just move 'em around too much. They do. 

:MILLINGTON: Yeah. 

SHECK: And ifs too bad. fm not too sure having any competent 

linguistic capability would have prevented a damn thing 

different than what happened that day, but at least they might 

have known a little bit more. And they might have been able to 

react in some slightly different fashion, which they didn't even 

have a chance to do, because some of the kids' reactions were •1 

don't know 'Nhat he's talking about, but he's sure excited" is not a 

way to say, "This is what he's saying". 

MILLINGTON: Yeah. 

SHECK: And if you heard the tape transcript, which I did, and not 

understandi.ng one word of Korean, the guy is screaming into a 

microphone and obviously very excited - and up to no good. You 

can tell that the minute you hear the guy talking. It's kind of 

pucker-up tjme. Okay? 

FARLEY: Gene, thank you :much. 

SHECK: You're quite welcome. 

- li&; ll@AIT ~PslDRSlt 
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